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Welcome to Intimate Whispers  

All Things Adult “mmmmm” 
Intimate Whispers invites you to an Adult Lifestyle Party!! Come and join us for 
a spicy and fun time viewing an extensive range of Erotic Toys, Sexy Lingerie 
sizes 8 to 32, as well as Adult Novelties. You're guaranteed to want more!  

 

Intimate Whispers provide quality Adult Products, Lingerie and Accessories that 
are displayed and sold in a fun, private and intimate environment.  

 

Intimate Whispers works towards keeping a solid foundation of customer 
service, which was once found years ago. We are here to provide you with a 
party plan experience they will always talk about, and laugh at the fun that they 
had with the Consultant and look forward to their next party with friends.  

 

We believe that if everyone leaves one of our parties and has learnt something, 
in some small way about themselves or adult related products, and with a fond 
memory of an excellent night with a smile on their face. Then we have done 
our job and we are happy!  

 

2008 Australian Adult Industry Winner for Best Party Plan!  

 

ENJOY! 

Intimate Whispers Parties 

The most fun you will have outside the bedroom! 
Intimate Whispers host a product range that will entice and pique your interests as well as arouse some Intimate Whispers with 
your partner. Both males and females are welcome at our parties and we encourage couples parties so that both can learn and 
share the Intimate Whispers Party experience. Be it mixed or just the girls, you're going to have a night to remember!  

 

Intimate Whispers Hostess Benefits are one of the best in the industry as well as special promotions every month for the Hostess, 
Guests or both! Our product range is of the most popular items on the market at excellent prices.  

 

A few drinks, some finger food with your friends and you will learn, laugh and be wanting more! We guarantee you a night to 
remember. Why wait? Get a group of friends together and get ready to party.  

 

Ask your consultant today or contact us and we will help you organise an Intimate Whispers Party to remember. 

 

Facebook 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Facebook.com/IntimateWhispers 

Twitter 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Twitter.com/IntimateWhisper 

Our Website 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

www.IntimateWhispers.com.au 
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Become an Intimate Whispers Consultant Today! 
Experience in party plan is not essential. Having an open mind, broad outlook, and the love of partying IS essential.  
 
Joining the Intimate Whispers team gives you the opportunity to run your own business with support and encouragement whilst 
having fun.  
 
Intimate Whispers understands the need to work around family and the need for unlimited flexibility with your job. With Intimate 
Whispers you can start out as your only job or a 2nd job, and build your business to make it your only income. Would you like to 
take control of your income AND have time for the other things in life?  
 
We also know you want an earning capacity set by yourself, not someone else. How much you can earn depends on you!      
How would an extra $100 a week help with the family budget? What could you do with an extra $1000 a month or maybe $2000 
a month while having fun? Its up to you. The sky is the limit. You wont be alone. We will be with you every step of the way with 
all the help and support you need. Your success is our success. Lets succeed together!  
 
Intimate Whispers offers an exceptional business opportunity with several kit options. We provide you with a kit of our best sellers 
to help you succeed. From your very first party we will be there with you, even if only a phone call away. You will have the    
benefits of meeting new people, making new friends all while making money and looking forward to going to do your next party!          
Making money will never be so much fun!  
 
Don't wait. Become a part of a growing business in an industry that never sleeps. We are seeking consultants Australia wide and 
would love to have you as part of our TEAM. For more information speak to your consultant or contact us at Intimate Whispers. 
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Gift Voucher 

Looking for a gift but unsure what to buy?                                       
Why not give a gift voucher!                                                       

Voucher amount is your choice for any value above $20  

PRODUCT CODE - VOUCHER 

 www.IntimateWhispers.com.au 
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Support the Fight Against Breast Cancer! 
The sale of breast cancer awareness products does not go towards party sales and no commissions are paid on these products. 

Breast Cancer Awareness Nail file 

$12.95 

Breast Cancer Products are Subject to Availability and only while stock lasts.  

All Breast Cancer purchases include a donation to Breast Cancer Awareness. 

This nail file is made of tempered glass, dual grain and it outlasts  

PRODUCT CODE - NAIL 

Breast Cancer Awareness Sunglasses 

$44.95 

Therse ultra-thin Italian made sunglasses fold flat to just 10mm including the tough carry case. Perfect for pocket, 

handbag or glove box!                                                                        
The patent pivoting folding temple system allows the arms of the glasses to rotate and collapse completely flat around 
the edges of the lenses.     

The materials used are highly flexible, durable and non-allergenic. These glasses weigh just 11 grams.    
Available only in Lovely  
 

PRODUCTCODE - SUN 

The Keyring Of Hope  

 The Keyring of Hope is a stylish and 

interchangeable key chain that is easy to 
use and is sure to be a conversation starter.  
 
 

Each package comes with:                                
 1  Keyring                                                                     
 2  Interchangeable dresses                                                  

 2  Additional charms 
 

PRODUCT CODE - KEY 

Breast Cancer Awareness 

Phone Charm            

$8.95 

Personalise your phone with this Breast 

Cancer Awareness Charm! The pink ribbon 
charm is a nice accessory to add to your 
mobile phone.  
 

PRODUCT CODE - CHARM 
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A strong Oriental bouquet of 
kumquat, lily, patchouli and 
cassis giving an “edible” 

effect on a background of 
amber and musk.  
 
This has also been described 
similar to Ocean Breeze.  
 
This candle is packaged in 

Pink Organza.  
 

PRODUCT CODE   GC04 

Jewellery In Candles by ... 

 

Gem Candles are more than just a candle, its an experience!          

Its a “5 in 1” Australian made candle that is vegan and body safe – as well as revealing a mystery piece of jewellery.  

1. Its a soy based candle made with top quality beauty ingredients. 

2. Its a moisturising candle – we have a unique formula that also contains top quality beauty ingredients to be body safe.  

3. Its a massage candle.  Firm enough to be used as a candle, yet melts at a very low temperature for the body. 

4. Its a body balm – can be applied cold on the body and rubbed in like any other creams or lotions. 

5. BLING inside every large candle. Revealing a mystery piece of jewellery inside that can be worth anything from $10 up to $5000 in value.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

A ring? A necklace? A pair of earrings? No one knows until that small parcel is opened. What a lovely surprise.     .                     

Gem Candles are:  
            All Natural                        Environmentally Friendly                  Vegan                         Up to 43hr burn time    

            Australian Made           No Preservatives                              Body Safe                    Australian Owned 

Strawberry 

$34.95 

French Vanilla 

$34.95 

Sex On The Beach  

$34.95 

Satin Sheets 

$34.95 

Frangipani 

$34.95 

This festive mix is based on the 
popular drink. Reminiscent of 
the tropics this gorgeous scent 

blends a fruity combination of 
fresh ripened peaches, fresh 
squeezed oranges, a hint of 
peach and spiced cranberry.  
 
This candle is packaged in Blue 
Organza like the crystal blue 

waters of a tropical beach.  
 

PRODUCT CODE   GC01 

An aromatic blend of vanilla 
beans and tonka beans with 
a touch of butter and nuts 

reminding you of that sweet 
and buttery classic French 
vanilla.  
 
This candle is packaged in 
Purple Organza.  
 

 
 

PRODUCT CODE GC02 

Enjoy the sweet mouth 
watering scent of ripened 
Strawberries.  

 
 
This candle is packaged in 
Red Organza.  
 
 
 

 
 

PRODUCT CODE    GC03 
 

A bouquet recreating the 
scent of one of the most 
beautiful flowering trees.  

 
This candle is packaged in 
Yellow Organza.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

PRODUCT CODE  GC05 

Unscented 

$34.95 

For those who want to 
enjoy the relaxation of a 
sensual massage without 

added scent or the joys of 
a candle that adds to the 
ambiance without the 
aroma.  
 
This candle is packaged in 
White Organza.  

 
 

PRODUCTCODE  GC06 
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Celebrator  

$124.95 

LIV  

 $199.95 

A versatile pleasure object with unisex     
panache. In essence developed as a “his 
and her" massager. With five                  

pre-programmed pleasure modes and a 
virtually silent vibrator engine to provide 
the basis for a multitude of enjoyable 

rubdowns.  

Comes presented in an elegant gift box, 
accessorized with charger, manual, satin 

pouch and a 1-year LELO warranty!  

PRODUCT CODE 003  

The Celebrator is a highly orgasmic and 

stimulating toy! The Celebrator provides the 
most intense orgasmic pleasure with 2 speeds 
from 4600 or 9600 Oscillations per minute! he 

Celebrator is the most amazing new water 
proof toy, it has been compared to the 
Hitachi, so much power for such a little toy! 

The movement is unlike other toys, and 
different to the normal vibration. Get ready for 
lots of intense orgasms in any position - many 

women experiencing the first orgasm in less 

than 2 minutes!  

Every day is worth Celebrating… over, and 

over and over AGAIN!  

 

PRODUCT CODE 099 

 

Love Clone 2 Duo Density 
$54.95 

6.5 Inch (16.5cm)  

A realistic skin texture and viscosity with nubs for 

added stimulation.  

PRODUCT CODE 005  

Plentiful Bendable Vibrator  
$54.95 

7 Inch (17.8cm)  

Jelly Krystal. A hyper strong, vibrating  

motor with bendable zone.  

PRODUCT CODE 006  

Satisfyer Pro Plus Vibration  $124.95 

Whisper mode. Clitoral stimulation through Pressure 

waves and vibration. Body-friendly silicone. Rechargeable 

Li-ion battery. Waterproof for even more fun underwater. 

Magnetic USB charging cable included. 11 pressure wave 

programs and 10 vibration programs. 2 separately  

controllable motors.  Material: silicone, ABS.  
 

PRODUCT CODE 142 

GIGI  

 $199.95 

A dedicated pleasure object for the discerning 
G-spot connoisseur. Five Preprogrammed 
pleasure modes and a virtually silent vibrator 

engine delivers deep and vibrant sensations 

with spot-on precision.  

Comes presented in an elegant gift box,     

accessorized with charger, manual, satin pouch 

and a 1-year LELO warranty!  

PRODUCT CODE 002  

Satisfyer G-Spot Vibrator 

$149.95 

· Pressure waves and vibration 
· World first 
· Functions separately controllable 
· Dual pressure wave and vibration 
· 2 powerful engines 
· Waterproof 
· Rechargeable including USB charging cable 

PRODUCT CODE 140 
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1½” Single Chrome Bullet 

$24.95 

Replacement bullet capable of fitting any 

control hand unit with 2.5mm socket.  

PRODUCT CODE 016  

2” Single Chrome Bullet 

$24.95 

Replacement bullet capable of fitting any 

control hand unit with 2.5mm socket.  

PRODUCT CODE 017 

Authentic Reaction 

Dong  $74.95 

8.5 Inch (21.6cm)  

The complete raging hard-on for 
women who love to play! Suction pad 
dong with 3 speed dual jack controller 

enables you to plug in another favorite 
toy for extra stimulation. On the table, 
chair or the wall, this dong will attach to 

almost any surface.  

PRODUCT CODE 004  

The Lustful Partners Pack has 9 

different functions with 2 bullets 

and 4 different attachments.  

The controller and attachments 

are all waterproof..  

A little kit with a lot of power, 

sure to please!   

PRODUCT CODE 115  

Bullet Double Adapter 

$22.95 

Double your pleasure! Specifically 

designed for control units that have 
a port plug in, giving you the ability 

to control 2 eggs or plug in devices. 

PRODUCT CODE 058 

2 ¼” Single Chrome Bullet 

$24.95 

Replacement bullet capable of fitting any 

control hand unit with 2.5mm socket.  

PRODUCT CODE 018 

Dynamic Bullet 

$74.95 

2 Inch (5cm) Bullet  

5 vibrating rhythms.                                

10 Accelerating speeds.  

A total of 32 combinations. Can easily be 

manipulated to give you an ultimate, 

deep and penetrating orgasm!”  

PRODUCT CODE 013  

Lustful Partners Pack 

$89.95 

Wireless Remote 

Controlled Egg 

$74.95 

Push button wireless controller!  

Control and tease her from a distance. 
Ideal at home OR out at a party! Great 
fun for couples simply slip the egg 

inside and hand the control over to 

your partner …  

How daring are you?  

The possibilities are endless!!”  

PRODUCT CODE 015  

Dolfinger 

$74.95 

“You'll call it Flipper for what it does 

to your mind! State of the art vibrating 
pulsing finger ring. Completely 
controlled by a six speed micro 

processor and a high speed motor. 

Dive into a deep, incredible, orgasm!”  

PRODUCT CODE 014  

Clone-a-Willy  

Glow in the Dark        $99.95  

Clone a Willy - Do It Yourself Vibrating Dildo Kit. 

Make an exact vibrating rubber copy of your 
penis. Contains no latex.  Completely safe and  
non-allergenic. Kit includes stir stick, vibrating 

unit, molding tube and easy to follow 
instructions. And it glows in the dark!!             
 

PRODUCT CODE 083  
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Diving Dolphin / Rocking Rabbit  

$79.95  

Lip Smacker 
Finger Tweeter 

$24.95  

Made from the famous 'love clone' 

super real material you will experience 
a most tantalizing lip smacking hard 
job. Has finger loops so you won't 

loose your grip on this baby as you 
get blown into ecstasy!    10cm Approx                                                                 
 

PRODUCT CODE 024 
Products may vary to pictured product 

Super Penetrix 
with Vaginal Plug 

$79.95  

High quality latex strap-on. 

Two independent Vibrators 
and Adjustable harness. 
 

PRODUCT CODE 029 

Extension Helmet 
Hammer 

$54.95  

This 6 inch Sleeve will fit snugly 

over him and has a Vibrating 
Bullet for Totally Awesome 
Sensations!!!It also has Texture for 

Her Pleasure with Sensory Holes 
along the length of the Sleeve 
allowing for additional Sensation 

for Him!!! 
 
PRODUCT CODE 023 

Pussy Arouser 
Touchmatic Cocking 

$54.95  

Missile Trio 

$43.95  

Missile Trio has 3 different 

vibration options with a missile 
design for pin point accuracy. 
Only 8cm long with an easy to 

control on/off button. Water 
proof. Nearly silent, you will enjoy 
the explosive performance with 

long lasting strong vibrations. 

(Assorted Colours)  

PRODUCT CODE 114  
The ultimate in dual pleasure this love tool will bind you closer together as it 

pleasures both partners at once.  
This versatile number fits snugly but comfortably around the base of his penis 
to prolong a rock hard erection. At the same time its cheeky little ears stimulate 

the clitoris in away that is sure to drive her insane with excitement.  
As well as this you have the option to add one or even two vibrating bullets to 
either end for further clitoral, anal or testicular stimulation. Each bullet has its 

own controller so you are firmly in the driving seat as you dole out stimulation 
at your own pace.  
Truly one for couples to enjoy together  

 
Rocking Rabbit  PRODUCT CODE 093   
Diving Dolphin PRODUCT CODE 094   

Vibrating Cockring 

$43.95  

This love ring works as a cock ring 

to assist in longer erections and 
stronger ejaculations! 
 

PRODUCT CODE 021 

A fantastic arousing device 

that activates the vibrator on 
contact as you slide your 
cock into your partner! 

 
PRODUCT CODE 022 
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Capped Missile  

$49.95  

Enjoy the different sensations using 

the ribbed cap or the g-spot cap, or 
simply use the amazing missile by 
itself. With an easy to control on/off 

button, water proof and nearly 
silent, you will enjoy the explosive 
performance with long lasting 

strong vibrations.  

PRODUCT CODE 113  
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Sqweel 

$119.95  
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Sqweel Go  

USB Rechargeable Oral Sex Simulator   

$139.95  

A pocket-sized clitoral simulator with incredible power for its compact size, 

the Sqweel Go Oral Sex Vibe for women is equipped with a rotating wheel 
of 10 delightfully soft silicone tongues and 6 speeds and patterns for 

intense stimulation. 

It has the added convenience of USB rechargeable for oral pleasure on 
demand. Apply a squeeze of quality water-based lube to the rotating 
wheel of soft silicone tongues, switch it on and experience orgasmic 

sensations never before experienced as each of the 10 tongues lick your 
clitoris or erogenous zones. Its rechargeable motor offers discreet pleasure 
on the go - simply plug it into your laptop, computer or USB mains plug 

and charge for 2 hours for up to 1 hour of play.  

You can use your Sqweel Go anywhere you like to be licked, including your 
nipples, perineum (boys can have fun too!) or anus. A perfect solo or 

foreplay sex toy. 

PRODUCT CODE 117 

The worlds best oral sex simulator. The sensational Sqweel 2 Oral Sex Simulator has a wheel 

of 10 teasing tongues that will lap you to orgasm time and again. Features 3 different 

speeds and 30% more power than the original, also boasts a reverse 

button which creates a flicker mode for amazing orgasms time and time 

again.  Sqweel 2 comes enclosed in its own compact case to help keep it 

safe and clean when not in use. Always use a good quality lubricant with 

your Sqweel 2 for the best results and of course ultimate satisfaction! 

 

PRODUCT CODE 116 

We Vibe Tango 

$154.95   
The New We-Vibe Tango is made with high-quality materials and craftsmanship. 

The We-Vibe Tango is a compact and powerful vibe with an elegantly sculpted 
lipstick shape, with narrow edges and flat areas for a thrilling variety of solo or 

shared experiences. It only takes one to Tango - but two can have a lot of fun!  

Powerful, waterproof, rechargeable and long lasting, with up to 2 hours of play 
on a single charge, plus rapid recharge, its always ready when you are!          
The We-Vibe Tango is body-safe and eco-friendly. Safe, rechargeable and  

carbon-neutral - what's not to love?!  

(Assorted Colours)                                               

Features                                                  
*Powerful vibe, whisper-quiet           
*Waterproof                                       

*Up to 2 hours of play on one charge  
*90-minute rapid recharge               
*Discreet and travel-friendly                

*Simple push button control            
*Long-lasting rechargeable battery   
*Fully recyclable packaging                 

*Easy soap and water                                  

*16 x 80 mm (5/8”x  3”) 

 

PRODUCT CODE 100 

We Vibe - Remote Controlled + FREE Mobile App 

$234.95  

Original We-Vibe form Flexible fit Silky-soft, medical-grade silicone. App-ready — get the free 

We-Connect™ app allowing all new unlimited-distance remote control play! Powerful, flexible 

and fun. Discover new pleasures with the most versatile vibrator for couples.                                                                                                                                  

Get to know your We-Vibe Classic.  

The FREE We-Connect™ App is available in your App Store for both Apple and Android. Wireless 

remote control with 10 modes, plus custom vibration playlists, 2 powerful, yet quiet motors and 

USB-powered charging base — full charge in 4 hours  

Get the FREE We-Connect™ app. Touch the screen to control the vibrations and build intensity. 

Tease and please with custom vibes you create. Turn on your lover when you connect and play 

together from anywhere in the world. Build excitement with secure in-app voice, chat and video.                                                                                                                                    

Includes Remote Control, Charger Base & Cover and 1 Year Warranty.  

 

PRODUCT CODE 088  
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Become a Happy Hostess ! 

Book Your FREE Party Today  
 

A few drinks with your friends and you will learn, laugh and be wanting more!                    
We guarantee you a night to remember. Why wait?                                                         
Get a group of friends together and get ready to party.                                                                                    

Be it mixed or just the girls, you're going to have a party to remember!  

Holding an Intimate Whispers In-Home Party is simple.  

 Invite your closest friends  

 Ask them to bring a friend, or two!  

 Put on some light refreshments - snacks and finger food, Tea or Coffee - don't go over board.  

 Plan for some fun, games and education! You will be in for a real treat!  

Intimate Whispers Hostess Benefits are one of the best in the industry as well as special promotions every month for 

the Hostess, Guests or both! Our product range is of the most popular items on the market at excellent prices.  

GENEROUS HOSTESS INCENTIVES INCLUDE …                   
(Minimum qualifying party sales of $350 or more) 

1 Half Price Toy of your choice for hosting a party* 

1 Half Price Toy of your choice per Party Booking* 

FREE Lingerie worth $59 per Party Booking*  

PLUS …                                                                  

Just add it all up! Its possible to receive $100’s in value, 

while having a great time with your friends!!  

(*♦please ask your Consultant for further information) 

 

 

Celebrator 
RRP $124.95    

Hostess $62.50 

GIGI 
RRP $199.95    

Hostess $100.00   Glove 
RRP $69.95    
Hostess $35.00 

Ask your consultant today or contact us and we will help you organise an Intimate Whispers Party to remember. 

Check out these great Half Price suggestions for you to enjoy as a Happy Hostess!  

We-Vibe 
RRP $234.95    
Hostess $117.50 

Any Catalogue Item 
Can Be HALF PRICE*     

Host Choice!  
Monogamy 

RRP $89.95    
Hostess $45.00 
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Sex Swing Set 
$729.95  
Get the best of both worlds with this Universal 

Swing Stand and Sex Swing combo!    
This kit comes with the very popular Sex Swing 
and the Universal Sex Swing Stand which will 

allows you to use your sex swing wherever you 
want.    
No more holes in the ceiling! 

 
7 ft. tall X 6 ft. wide  
Oversized item - Extra Postage cost required 

 
 
 

PRODUCT CODE 045 

Sex Swing Harness 

$399.95  
Love Swing is a fully adjustable sex harness with 

adjustable extra-wide, ballistic weave nylon straps and 
soft padded stirrups for feet, ankles, calves or thighs 
give maximum comfort. The Love Swing fits all sizes. 

Holds up to 90kg with the spring, and up to 136.4kg 
without. Includes fully adjustable hanging hardware 
and steel spring for different heights and bounce. Easy 

installation, no tools needed. The most amazing     
play-toy ever invented! The Sex Swing will suspend 
one lover over the other in hundreds of combinations 

of positions, for one or two people. 
Oversized item - Extra Postage cost required 
 

PRODUCT CODE 046  

Sex Swing Stand 

$399.95  
The free standing steel sex swing stand supports 

up to 136.4kg and works with any single support 
swing. The wide support stance provides total 
stability and freedom of movement with built in 

steel loops for added restraints. Assembles in 
less than 10 minutes, weighs 24kg and can be 
easily stored or transported when not in use. 

 
Also great for any other type of indoor swing 
chairs when not used as a sex swing stand.   

Oversized item - Extra Postage cost required 
 
 

PRODUCT CODE 047 
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Items may vary from pictures.  

Hostess must have 2(two) qualifying party 
bookings to be able to purchase Sex Swing items 
for half price in lieu of other booking benefits. 
1(one) sex swing item per hostess as half price. 
Extra delivery charges apply and to be paid by 
the hostess. 
Sex Swing Set delivered after party bookings 
have qualified and paid in full. 
If bookings do not qualify, hostess will be offered 
to pay the balance owing or refund to 
the hostess. 

Sex Swing or Stand with $700 + 2 bookings 
Sex Swing Set with $1200 + 2 Bookings 

Hostess Sex Swing Savings 

Sex Swing Set 
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Comfortable tie back 
blindfold. 
Soft padding. Velvet 

feel. 
Black Only 
 

PRODUCT CODE 032 
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Restrain, dominate and control your 
lover with this genuine leather ankle 
set! The ankle straps are attached 

with a metal clip. The straps are fully 
adjustable. Its equipped with metal 
studs. 

 
PRODUCT CODE 035 

Erotic Whip 

$44.95  

Blurring the tine line between 

PLEASURE and PAIN, this erotic 
whip will drive your partner 
wild with ECSTASY! 

 
Erotic Whip, a creatively 
designed sex toy with seductive 

tassels that gives you pure 
arousal. 
 

Features 

 Easy Grip Handle 

 Seductive Design 

 Erotic Poppers 
 

PRODUCT CODE 031 

Duo Balls Hard 

$14.95 

These hard rubber balls have harder balls inside them. 

They can be worn discreetly all day. Excellent for Pelvic 
Floor muscles! 
 

PRODUCT CODE 048 

Duo Balls Soft 

$14.95 

These soft rubber balls have harder balls inside 

them. They can be worn discreetly all day. 
Excellent for Pelvic Floor muscles! 

 

PRODUCT CODE 049 
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Fluffy Handcuffs 

$27.95 

Also in various colours. 

Pink Black 
Red Leopard 
Purple 

 
PRODUCT CODE 033 

Bondage Lovers Corner 
Lovers Bondage Kit 

$109.95  

Wrist & Ankle Cuffs 

• Inflatable Heart-Shaped Position Pillow 
• Two-Sided Heart Paddle 
• Silk Rose Petals 

• Liquid Love Warming Massage Lotion 
• Free Mask 
Set your lovers heart afire with this heart-themed 

Lovers Bondage Kit. 
Perfect for beginners, this kinky collection of 
bondage accessories includes an inflatable heart-

shaped position pillow, heart-adorned wrist and 
ankle cuffs, leather heart-shaped flapper paddle, 
and free satin love mask. Its perfect for Valentines 

Day, romantic weekend getaways, steamy nights, 
and any other time love is in the air! 
 

PRODUCT CODE 036 

Inflatable Position Master 

$69.95  

Indulge in your wildest fantasies with this 

Inflatable Position Master. The slanted, 
flocked design allows you to relax in any 
position without sliding off, while the   

EZ-Grip love handles are perfect for 
maintaining difficult positions without 
losing your rhythm. 

 
PRODUCT CODE 030 

Leather Ankle Cuffs 

$54.95 

Leather Neck to Wrist Cuffs 

$59.95 Restrain, dominate and control your lover with this 

genuine leather neck to wrist cuff set! The wrist straps 
are attached with a metal clip. The straps are fully 
adjustable. Its equipped with metal studs. 

 
PRODUCT CODE 034 

Padded Blindfold 

$17.95  
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Pearl Shine 5 Alive Pleasure Kit 

 $97.95       

The Amalgamation of Fascination. 

5 Sexually satisfying waterproof multi-speed vibrators 
for you to enjoy! 
 

“Pick your weapon of choice!”                                                    
Each one uses 2 x AA size batteries. 

 
PRODUCT CODE 042 

Rabbits in the Hat 

$97.95  

Pull a rabbit out the hat with this magical collection of  

bunny-inspired pleasure products. 
 
Kit includes: 

Waterproof Rabbit Vibe, Silicone Rabbit Finger Sleeve,  
Bunny Mini-Mite, Rabbit Sleeve, Edible Body Paint,  
Bubble Bath, Flavored Moist Lube, Antibacterial Toy  

Cleaner, Keychain Lube, Lock & Key and Satin Love Mask.  
You'll be hopping with joy! Assortment and colors may vary. 
 

PRODUCT CODE 040 

X-Treme Nympho Nasty Kit 

$97.95  

Ignite the flames of passion with the X-Treme Nympho Nasty Kit. 

This kit comes with nine pieces for pure exciting enjoyment. 
 
Kit includes: 

Feather tickler, vibrating bullet, vibrator, crystal love rings,  
multi-speed hand unit, pearl crystal and orgasmic love sleeves. 
 

PRODUCT CODE 041 
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Kits are only available while stock lasts. Check with your consultant for stock updates on these items.  

Sex Sack (Black) 

$97.95  

The purse measures 26cm x 18.5cm x 1”3cm. Top-quality satin, heavy 

stitching, fully lined, a stiffened flat base, zippered top opening &  
heavy-duty handles. 
 

Kit includes: 
1 x slim line vibrator with 2 jelly sleeves - 1 penis-shaped & 1 G-Spot                              
1 x bullet with turbo twin (dual jack) 3-speed controller                                                      

1 x Studded jelly cock ring with pleasure bumps and a clit tickler. 
 
PRODUCT CODE 038 
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Body Treats Body Wash 

$34.95 
Premium quality, luxurious foaming shower gel 
wont dry out your skin. Deigned for everyday use 
this soothing shower gel can help relieve redness, 

inflammation and dry skin.  

250ml - 100% Australian Made. Paraben FREE 

Hot Grapefruit [Pink]        PRODUCT CODE 120 

Very Berry [Blue]        PRODUCT CODE 121 

Ice Lime [Green]        PRODUCT CODE 122  Atmosphere Pack 

$89.95 
A gift pack designed for the senses.                                
Let our Atmosphere pack delight, relax and pamper.        

Light a candle, sit back and relax. 

Atmosphere Pack Contains: 

 250ml Luxurious Body Wash               

 250ml Body Oil                                                                                 

 80g Pure Chamomile Soap  

 140gms Natural Soy Candle                                           

 Includes White Face Cloth                                                                 

All products are in a clear Gift Bag. 100% Australian Made. 

Very Berry [Blue]        PRODUCT CODE 118              

Ice Lime [Green]        PRODUCT CODE 119  

Bath & Body  

Organza Duck  $24.95 

Imagine a floating Bath Duck and a fragrant 
Chamomile Soap together in a organza bag.   The 
cutest and the most affordable gift we have!                                                 

Ideal for the young - and the 'young at heart" 

Hot Grapefruit [Pink]        PRODUCT CODE 123 
Very Berry [Blue]        PRODUCT CODE 124 

Ice Lime [Green]        PRODUCT CODE 125  
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Wine Scented Bath Bombs 

$34.95  

Dona Kissable Body Paint 

$24.95      

Fortune Cookie Bath Bombs 

$34.95  

Each bomb holds a unique waterproof fortune 

activity that is guaranteed to spice up your love 
life. Dissolve a bomb in your warm tub to reveal 
sex fortunes such as“You are the master of  

every situation in bed!  
 

(Be dominant)” and “Confucius say, you 
should be having sex in the tub right now.”  
 

The set includes 3 vanilla scented bath bombs 
and 3 strawberries & cream bath bombs. Each 

with a unique sex 
fortune inside.     
 

PRODUCT CODE 143 

A set of sweet-smelling wine-scented bath bombs packaged in a fashionable,  

hard-plastic wine glass.  Immerse yourself in the experience by enjoying a  
glass of your favourite refreshment with a dip in the tub.   
 

Choose from one of three intoxicating scents:   
Shiraz, Chardonnay, or Sangria.  
 

Includes 8 bath bombs. 
15 grams each (0.53 ounces).  
 

PRODUCT CODE 144 

The DONA Kissable Body Paints are infused with Aphrodisiac and Pheromones 

that will entice and exhilarate all lovers who like to add a little fun into the 
bedroom enjoyment.  
A paintbrush is include in the pack so that you can sensually paint your lover 

anywhere on their body you want & then you hungrily kiss and lick their body 
clean. Once you try one flavour you will want more and to continue to be the 
seductive artist you and your lover enjoy. 59ml  
 
PRODUCT CODES              Chocolate  145                  Strawberry 146 
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Kama Sutra Weekender Kit  $49.95 
Always be ready for love and spontaneous romance with these petite 

sensual luxuries, portioned perfectly to fit comfortably in a back pocket 
or purse for a weekend away. 

 Travel Sized for romance on the go 

 Includes kissable body treats and sexy feather tickler 

 Ideal for couples new to Kama Sutra  

 

OIL OF LOVE kissable, water-based body oil. 
SWEET HONEYSUCKLE kissable body powder 

& Feather tickler for Honey Dust application or 
more. LOVE LIQUID water-based lubricant. 
AROMATICS MASSAGE OIL Sweet Almond for 

sensual,     full-body massage and SPEARMINT 
PLEASURE BALM.  

 

PRODUCT CODE 127 

Kama Sutra Honey Dust   $49.95 

Fine silky-smooth kissable body powders. Packaged in a satin pouch and  

accompanied by a handmade feather applicator.  
 
Surprise every kiss with nature’s sweetest gift natural honey. Dust these incredibly 

fine powders onto a lover leaving a silky-soft glow a delicate fragrance and an  
irresistible lure. Each beautifully decorated canister includes a powder filled satin 
pouch and a handmade feather applicator to tickle more than the imagination. Honey 

Dust may also be used as a daily body powder or a fragrant addition to bed sheets.  
 
Chocolate Caress   PRODUCT CODE 108  

Strawberry and Champagne  PRODUCT CODE 109  
Sweet Honeysuckle   PRODUCT CODE 110  

Monogamy 

$89.95  

Adult Board Game of the Year!!MONOGAMY offers the promise of a hot 

affair. With over 400 ideas at three progressive levels and fifty fantasies, the 
game can be enjoyed over and over! This classy relationship game is a fun 
way to keep communication going between couples and allow them to try 

new and exciting intimacies. 
 
PRODUCT CODE 025 

50 Drinking Games  $59.95  

This wild and wicked collection of 50 drinking 

games is sure to be the ultimate party ice-breaker! 
There are widiculous word games to make you 
wuddle your murds, dastardly dice games 

designed to test your bottle and cracking card 
games that will simply leave you crying in your 
beer... with laughter!                                      

 
PRODUCT CODE 086  

& more... 

Dona Linen Spray  $19.95  

Add a flirty flare to your linens with DONA Linen Spray. 

Infused with invigorating pheromones and 

aphrodisiacs, just a few sprays will transform your 

bedroom into a playful boudoir. 125ml 

Enjoy DONA products! Luxurious blends of 

aphrodisiacs and pheromones to make your Boudoir 

beautiful and irresistible. 

 
FLIRTY PRODUCT CODE 150 

SASSY PRODUCT CODE 151 
NAUGHTY PRODUCT CODE 152 

Nooki  $79.95 

A game for couples. The Nookii 

cards have been designed to 
generate sexy fun. You don't move 
around a board with Nookii, you 

move around each other! 
SEXcellent!! 
 

PRODUCT CODE 026 

Games for Couples... 

Enjoy DONA products! Luxurious blends of aphrodisiacs and pheromones  

to make your Boudoir beautiful and irresistible. 

FLIRTY –  Blushing Berry: Scents of passion fruit and acai berry accompany a gentle passion flower and wild rose bouquet for a sweet and flirty encounter.  

SASSY –  Tropical Tease: The joyous fragrance of purple mangosteen swims through a mixture of tangerine and star jasmine for a fun and sassy experience. 

NAUGHTY –  Sinful Spring: Peony and violet take centre stage among an almond verbena backdrop to set the stage for a naughty and playful rendezvous. 

Dona Massage Butter  

$24.95  

This luxurious blend of aphrodisiacs and 

pheromones will nourish your skin, leaving you 

beautifully scented and irresistible. 

Apply a small amount of the lotion to the 

desired area and gently massage into the skin. 

Vegan-friendly and Cruelty-Free.  115ml 

 

FLIRTY PRODUCT CODE 147 
SASSY PRODUCT CODE 148 

NAUGHTY PRODUCT CODE 149 
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Become an Intimate Whispers Consultant Today. 

Experience in party plan is not essential.                                                                                                             

Having an open mind, broad outlook, and the love of partying IS essential.  

 

Why Join Intimate Whispers? 

 20% consultant commission with management options and incentives. 

 NO hostess incentives* cost you. 

 The BEST hostess rewards no other company compares. 

 NO deliveries. 

 Flexible hours, work when you want. 

 You set your own income level. 

 Monthly promotions to help with sales. 

 20 years past experience to help teach you how to be a  success in party plan. 

 All training provided FREE 

 Half price products for your kit. 

 

How Do I Get Started With Intimate Whispers? 
To get started you must be over 18. 

You will need: 

 Your own transport. 

 A computer with internet. 

 Your own mobile phone. 

 Purchase which kit you want to get started with. A price to suit every budget 

or ask about how you can get your kit for FREE! 

 Ask friends to book parties to help you get started. 

 Be able to present yourself professionally while having fun with customers.  

 Be prepared to sign a contract. 
 

BE EXCITED AND READY TO HAVE FUN WHILE MAKING MONEY!  

   Voted best Adult Party Plan in Australia in 2008  

WE LOVE TO PARTY!   

SO COME & PARTY WITH US!  
    Ask your consultant for more details to start with Intimate Whispers 
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Rechargeable 7 Speed Wand Massager 

$149.95 

Vibrating Massage Glove 

$69.95 

This exciting massage glove has vibrators at the tip 

of each finger creating thousands of vibrations per 
second. It is the best in total body stimulation. 
Now you can give or receive the best massage you 

have ever had. No creams or oils needed, just 
glide over dry skin and let the vibrations do their 
magic, or apply pressure where needed for a 

deeper vibrating massage. Made of lycra and feels 
soft on the skin. 
 

Left Glove   PRODUCT CODE 050 
Right Glove  PRODUCT CODE 051 

Dual Powered Mini 

Massager  $24.95  

T h e 

pendant that looks like jewellery and doubles as a compact 
and powerful vibrator. This beauty can deliver 5 intense 
functions by a simple touch of a button. 3 Speeds and 2 

Variable vibrations. Pendant chain included. 3 x LR44 watch 

batteries included. Splash Proof. (Assorted Colours)  

PRODUCT CODE 106  

With the Rechargeable 7-Speed Wand Massager the power of 

massage has never felt so good! With its seven sensational 
speeds to choose from, rechargeable power and supple silicone 
head, no other wand can compare.  

You will feel relaxed and recharged after using this massager on 
any part of your body.  
 

 Comfortable Silicone Massager Head 

 Flexible Neck 

 Lightweight 

 Quiet Power Dynamic motor with 7 exhilarating speeds 

 3000RPM at slowest speed and 7000RPM at highest speed 

 
Specifications:  
12.25”total length. Head is 2in long  x  7.25in round. 

 
PRODUCT CODE 091 

This Dual Powered Mini Massager 

out massages all similar massagers 
for the price. With three "legged" 
multi flex, this powerful little 

massager gives a huge 2w of power 
from with the choice of powering 
with three AAA size batteries or 

Electric USB powered. USB Cord 
Included 
(Assorted Colours)  

 
PRODUCT CODE  126 

Thumbcuffs   

$7.95 

His and her thumb cuffs. Excellent for holding 

your keys! These quick-release cuffs are great 
party fun!  
 

PRODUCT CODE 082  

Trembler 

$43.95 

The Trembler has a built in motor which makes 

the legs of the trembler vibrate. Combine the 
teasing action of moving the trembler up and 
down with the vibrating action of the motor 

and you will be in utter heaven! 
 
PRODUCT CODE 053 

Handcuff Earrings 

$24.95 pair 

Gold Plated OR Silver Plated  

 
Gold PRODUCT CODE 059 
Silver PRODUCT CODE 060 

Orgasmatron 

$37.95 

The sensation you get is 

unbelievable…  Tingling up and 
down the spine and goosebumps 
all over your body…  

The Orgasmatron will help you 
forget all the stresses and strains 
of the day. 

 
PRODUCT CODE 052 

Pirates Pendant 

$74.95  
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Voodoo Doll 

$24.95 

Martini Weenie Light Up 

Party Glass   $24.95 

Really “Light Up” the night or any fun 

party event with the “Light Up” Martini 
Weenie Party Glass! Flashes a multitude of 
Bright Colors to really make your party 

guests go wild! Great for bachelorette 
party's, night clubs, raves or any fun party 
adventure! Various Colours  

 
Red   PRODUCT CODE  N337 
Blue   PRODUCT CODE  N338 

Purple   PRODUCT CODE  N339 
 

Blow Up Perfect Date 

$57.95 

After Sex Towel  

$24.95 

Bitch Pen 

$11.95 
Click the Pen to see a different 

message...  
Features:  
You know your a bitch.....  

When it feels so f#@kin good.  
When you don't get PMS but 
you're still Bitchy. When men 

made you this way. When it 
means Being In Total Control of 
Him. When men stop being 

dicks, you'll stop being a BITCH  
 
PRODUCT CODE X10  

Dick of Cards 

$23.95 

Texas Hold'Em, Poker, Blackjack … heck, even 

Go Fish! Any card game becomes more 
interesting when you play with this Dick Of 
Cards! This set contains 52 pecker-shaped 

playing cards that you can use at your hens 
party, girls night, or part of your drinking 
games. Although they can be a challenge to 

shuffle, all girls will get a laugh when playing 
with these dicks! Every girl will want to show 
her hand, and no one will be keeping a 

straight face, but they may end up with a 
flush!  
 

PRODUCT CODE N332  

CAUTION Party In Progress Kit  

$24.95 

Contains: CAUTION Party in Progress 

Tape and 4 Cones.  
Gone are the days when parties were 
all about jelly and ginger beer. Its 

now Jelly Shots and Alcoholic Beer! 
Marshal the madness with this 
cautionary Party In Progress Set.  

 
PRODUCT CODE X05 

Where else would you find the perfect date? 

She doesn't talk back and best of all she's 3 
feet tall and comes with a cup holder in her 
head for your beer!!!  

 
PRODUCT CODE 081  

Lipstick Pen 

$9.95 

An essential for every 

woman's handbag - a pen. 
But not just any pen, one that 
looks like a lipstick!! A great 

gift for any woman that likes 
to make a statement, which 
she is sure to do when she 

pulls this pen out of her bag!  
 
PRODUCT CODE X11  

Wipe away your sins with this After Sex 

Towel. This towel is perfectly made with 
Sex in mind and the clean up that follows 
after a night of passion!  

 
PRODUCT CODE 080  

Don't get mad, Get even with your own personal 

Voodoo Doll. Whether it be your Boss, Ex Lover, 
Ex Best Friend or Lose Weight with the Diet 
Voodoo Doll. Doll includes 10pins.   

Approx 205mm tall.  
  
Diet   PRODUCT CODE  X03 

Ex Lover  PRODUCT CODE  X012 
Work    PRODUCT CODE  X013 
Ex Best Friend  PRODUCT CODE  X014 

 

Drinking Hat   

$34.95 

There are 2 tubes that are placed in each 

of the cans. All you need to do is suck on 
one tube in your mouth. Its a lot less 
effort than raising your hand all the time 

and there is less chance of knocking over 
and spilling your can. It includes an 
internal strap that can be adjusted to 

different size of heads. The Drinking Hat 
allows you to drink hands free and is 
ideal for watching TV, in the garden or at 

any outdoor event. 
 
PRODUCT CODE X02 
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Get Trashed Cup 

$24.95 

Holds approximately          

890mls 

PRODUCT CODE  N342 

Boys Night Out Dare Cards 

$24.95 

The ultimate bucks party or boys night companion!  

A pack of 50 bar room pranks, tricks and challenges 
for the buck and the boys. Whether it's a stag party, 
birthday or just a night at the local with the lads, use 

these cards to score points with the boys, or even 
score with the ladies. Hilarious stunts, pranks, dares 
and tricks in a handy bucks party pack. 

 
PRODUCT CODE N326  

Girls Night Out  

Dare Cards     $24.95 

Girls can get into enough mischief without any help but 

here's a pack of cards that will do just that. Over 50 new and 
outrageous dares that will have you dropping your 
inhibitions, (or your knickers!) So whether it's a hen night, 

birthday party or just messing around down the local, this 
pack of Girls Night Out cards is sure to make you weak with 
laughter and bring men to their knees.  

 
PRODUCT CODE N325  

PRODUCT CODE N331 

Penis Ice Cube Tray 

$12.95 

PRODUCT CODE N328  

Water Pistol        $12.95 

PRODUCT CODE N336 

Stella Sheep 

$24.95 
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PRODUCT CODE N335 

Cartoon XXX Playing Cards 

$12.95 

PRODUCT CODE N334 

Dicky Wine Charms 

$14.95 

Boobie Balloons 

$12.95 

6 Boobie shaped balloons.  

PRODUCT CODE N329  

Penis Balloons 

$12.95 

8 Penis shaped balloons.  

PRODUCT CODE N330 

Penis Straws 

$12.95 

These Sexy Sippers will liven up the 

party and get the girls giggling. 
The little heads and balls at the tip 
of each straw are too cute!  

 
Glow In The Dark  
PRODUCT CODE N340  

 
Black  
PRODUCT CODE N341  
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Anti-Bacterial Toy Cleaner  

$24.95 

Keep your favorite pleasure products clean 

and safe with this anti-bacterial spray-on 
cleanser. Our unique cleansing agent gently 
cleans and disinfects surface bacteria, yet it is 

mild enough to use every time. 

Size: 118mls       May vary from picture. 

PRODUCT CODE  135 

Comfortably Numb  

Deep Throat Spray       $29.95  

A flavoured desensitizing spray specially formulated 

to reduce the discomfort associated with oral sex. 
The refreshing mist contains a mild numbing agent 
that coats the back of the throat, helping to 

suppress gag reflex and prevent discomfort during 
oral sex. Discreet enough to take with you wherever 
you go, this special spritz doubles as a breath 

freshener as well. 
 
PRODUCT CODE 101 

Tingling, tasty gels created for 

men and women to excite desire and heighten 
sensual pleasure. Imparts a stimulating tingling and 
refreshing sensation to any part of the body.  

Curious kisses can't resist the taste.  
Apply a small portion to all your desired pleasure 
points, such as the breasts, lips, thighs, etc... and enjoy 

a stimulating and lickable treat. Use more as desired.  
Product Contains: 50 ml tube  
Dermatologist tested & Latex Safe.  

 
Spearmint  PRODUCT CODE  095  
 

Swiss Navy Flavoured Lubricant 20ml 

$9.95 

Water based personal lubricant. Travel Size. 

 
Very Wild Cherry Flavour  PRODUCT CODE  130  
Passion fruit Flavour   PRODUCT CODE  131  

Pina Colada Flavour   PRODUCT CODE  132  
Chocolate Flavour   PRODUCT CODE  133               
Cooling Peppermint   PRODUCT CODE  134 

Swiss Navy Lubricant 59ml 

Silicone $28.95  

Water Based $24.95 

Edible 

Stimulating 

Gel  

$29.95 

Silicone Bodyglide Caps    $29.95  

Wet Stuff READY Silicone Bodyglide Capsules are a new 

form of lubrication for the receptive partner. The capsules 
are inserted ahead of time, so you are completely ready for 

whenever the fun begins. In a 

short time, the capsules dissolve, 
releasing the Bodyglide where it 
is most needed. Your intimate 

encounter need never be 
interrupted by manual 
application of lubricant.  

No mess. No fuss. Perfect 
timing.  
Use one or more capsules 

inserted at least 15mins before 
intercourse.   
Safe with Condoms, Latex. 

Leather & Toys [Not silicone].  
60 Caps per jar.  

   
PRODUCT CODE  153 

Ergonomic leak proof bottle design with locking 

pump Single-hand pump for easy one-handed 
application. A truly long lasting lubrication with a 
velvety feel, the Silicone formula uses the 

highest grade on the market. 
The Hypo-allergenic/non-absorbable Water 
Based formula is non-staining safe for toys Hypo

-allergenic/absorbable. Swiss Navy Lubricant is 
completely smell and taste free. Latex and 
condom safe.  

 
Silicone   PRODUCT CODE  063                                                     
Water Based   PRODUCT CODE  139  

Lube Launchers  

$19.95 

Load it up and shoot it out, it is as simple as that! The lube launchers 

narrowed injector makes it easy to ease into anal or vaginal play by lubricating 
those hard to reach places. The convenient finger grips allow for precise 
insertion while the attractive casing is easy to clean.  

Includes two additional launchers.  
 
PRODUCT CODE  090  My Body Lubricant 

$19.95 

China Shrink Cream  

$29.95  

This is an Oriental herbal cream which, 

when applied, maintains tightness of 
entry. It causes your vagina to begin to 
shrink in as little as 15 minutes! Designed 

for both partners to feel more. This 
vaginal tightening cream is tasteless and 
unscented, and works for up to 20 hours. 

You may need to add additional 
lubrication. Start off slow when applying 
so you know how it works for you 

personally. Individual results will vary. 
 
PRODUCT CODE 104 

His creates desire... Hers stirs the fire... 

Together they inspire! Whether you have a 
flame that needs rekindling, or you're 
looking to take your relationship to the next 

level, MY BODY Personal Lubricant is 
specifically designed to both Invigorate and 
Stimulate the Love Making experience 

between two partners! When used 
together, they bring the love making 
experience to a whole new level!! Each 

lubricant can be used on either male or 

female as you desire.   Size: 59mls   

Her Warming        PRODUCT CODE  136 

Him Cooling           PRODUCT CODE  137 
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LR44 Cell Battery 

$5.00 Card of 10 Batteries  

PRODUCT CODE LR44  

LR41 Cell Battery 

$5.00 Card of 10 Batteries  

PRODUCT CODE LR441 

“AA” Battery 4 Pack 

$3.00 per pack of 4 Batteries  

PRODUCT CODE AA4P 

“AAA” Battery 4 Pack 

$3.00 per pack of 4 Batteries  

PRODUCT CODE AAA4P 

LR23A & N Battery Set  

$7.50 per set  

PRODUCT CODE LR23A 

N Battery Set  

$5.50 per set  

PRODUCT CODE N 

 www.IntimateWhispers.com.au 

Power up! 

Be prepared in advance! Order your batteries with your toys to save disappointment when you get your 
delivery!  
 
Intimate Whispers recommend the use of non - alkaline batteries in all toys. Do not use any powerful 
batteries such as Energizer, Duracell, Nic-Cad AAA/AA or any brands of rechargeable batteries in your 
toys.  
 
All toys are checked prior to delivery to be in full working order before being sent. If your items are not 
working check you have ‘new’ batteries to run your toys, and check they are in the correct way.  
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Contact & Order Information 

Phone 0406 313 555 
Email  admin@intimatewhispers.com.au 
Web  www.intimatewhispers.com.au 
Facebook www.facebook.com/intimatewhispers 
 
Postal Address  Intimate Whispers 
  P.O. Box 4598 
  Lake haven NSW 2263 
For more information on hosting a party or placing an order, 
contact us or speak to your Intimate Whispers Consultant. 
 
Payment Information 
At The Party  30% Deposits are required with all  
  orders. Minimum deposit $20.  

Cash or Credit Cards accepted. 
After The Party  Money Order, PayPal, Credit Card,                  

Or Direct Deposit  
Phone Orders Credit Card 
Web Orders Credit Card or PayPal 
Email Orders  Credit Card or PayPal 
Mail Orders  Money Order 

Delivery Information 
Intimate Whispers prefers to use couriers where possible. TNT 
is preferred or Australia Post Registered mail for rural areas. 
All deliveries must be signed for on delivery. All orders incur a 
small handling fee with party orders. Personal deliveries are 
available for orders not to be sent with a hostess with a flat 
postage rate of $14.95 All deliveries are sent discretely with no 
company names to indicate the contents. All orders are 
dispatched within 10 business days pending any clearance of 
funds.  Minimum postage on a group party delivery is $20  
 

 
Hosting a Qualifying Intimate Whispers Party 
A qualifying party with sales of $350 is required by all hosts 
before any rewards are available. Any Cancer Awareness sales 
do not contribute to the overall party sales. Final party 
qualification is based on the final amount paid to Intimate 
Whispers for delivery. All down-line parties must be held 
within 4 weeks and have qualifying sales for any rewards to 
be redeemed by a previous host. All prices quoted are AU$ 
Inc GST. 
 
Privacy Policy 
Intimate Whispers values your privacy. All party orders are 
sent sealed with guest names on the bags. No product codes 
for toys are put on a hosts paperwork. We do not sell any of 
our customers information to 3rd parties.  
 
Product Guarantee 
Intimate Whispers guarantee all items to be working prior to 
delivery. All battery operated items are checked to be in 
working order.  

18+ Age Responsibility for Host and guests 
Intimate Whispers is not responsible in any way to the age of 
attending guests. This is the sole responsibility of the Host. 
Intimate Whispers assumes that all persons are fully aware of 
the nature of the products displayed at the parties and 
assumes that every hostess is over the age of 18 when 
booking. If any persons host or attend an Intimate Whispers 
party, and is under the age of 18, all responsibility falls back 
completely on the individual at that party. It is not the 
responsibility of Intimate Whispers or its consultants to check 
proof of age identification with any of its Host or guests. 
Intimate Whispers does not encourage under age guests at 
their parties, although the guest list is the sole responsibility of 
the Host. 

 

 

The return of all display items are an expectation of each 
Host/ess to a consultant at the end of a party. If there are 
items to be found misplaced, missing or damaged at the 
party, the host will be responsible for the full replacement cost 
of the missing or damaged items, to the consultant within 48 
hours of the party. Cost of items will be added to the party 
sales and to be paid with the final party payment to the office. 
Claim forms to be filled out and filed with paperwork to the 
office. 

DISCLAIMER  
Intimate Whispers expressly disclaims all warranties, express or 
implied, of any kind with respect to products sold from their 
website and/or catalogues, including but not limited to, 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. When 
making a purchase, you agree that the sole and exclusive 
maximum liability to Intimate Whispers arising from any 
product sold shall be the price of the product ordered. In no 
event shall Intimate Whispers, its directors, officers, employees 
or other representatives be liable for special, indirect, 
consequential, exemplary or punitive damages related to any 
product sold. All adult products sold from the website or 
catalogues are sold as novelties.  
By purchasing from Intimate Whispers you declare you are an 
adult at least 18 years of age and can lawfully enter into and 
form contracts under Australian law.  

Sole and complete responsibility of the reading and 
understanding the Terms and Conditions as set out by 
Intimate Whispers is on the individual. In no way is Intimate 
Whispers or a representative liable to ensure these Terms and 
Conditions are read and understood. 

Intimate Whispers full Terms and Conditions can be found on 
the website www.intimatewhispers.com.au 

All prices are correct at time of printing. Substitutes may apply. Prices subject to change without notice.  

mailto:admin@intimatewhispers.com.au
http://www.intimatewhispers.com.au
http://www.facebook.com/intimatewhispers

